In the late medieval and early modern world, women 's work was universal and vital 
I n the wake of the violent Revolt of the Alpujarras (1568-1571), Spanish officials in the Kingdom of Granada in southern Spain worried about the economic future of the city and the surrounding countryside. The economy had been based on the cultivation of silk and the production of finished silk textiles for many centuries. Now, the silk industry was on the brink of collapse because the Spanish government expelled the Moriscos (former Muslims or the descendants of Muslims who converted to Christianity in mass forced baptisms in 1500) as punishment for their treason and to prevent further rebellion. But the silk industry relied on Morisco labor, in particular on female labor, in ways that officials underappreciated until that labor was no longer available. It was in this context that an official complained in 1571 about the increasing costs of silk production: "In the matter of silk, all is lost without the Moriscos because there is no one who knows how to raise silkworms or spin silk thread. It used to cost fifteen maravedís to spin a pound of silk, paid to the Morisco or Morisca who spun it, and it now costs two and three reales."
1 The unknown official spoke of the Morisco (a man) and the Morisca (a woman)-using language that elided the gender of the laborers they so desperately missed. In truth, silk spinners and cultivators were almost exclusively women.
The local government made their grave desperation for female labor even more clear when they authorized the exemption of 786 Morisca (female) silk cultivators and spinners (here the gender of the workers is clear) from the expulsion edict.
2 Security concerns about the risks of allowing the rebellious Moriscos to stay in Granada temporarily gave way to economic concerns. We do not know, however, whether any women actually stayed behind, and if they did it was not enough to save Granadan sericulture. Efforts to replace Morisca labor with slave labor were also insufficient.
3
Although officials worried that Granada's Old Christian silk dyers and weavers (typically men) lacked the skills to take over from their Morisco (male) counterparts, Granadan dying and weaving eventually recovered.
4
It was female labor that was truly irreplaceable, and Granada would never again produce raw or spun silk. In 1575, Granada began importing raw silk from other regions of Spain and from Naples, Italy, for the first time since the introduction of sericulture to Spain in the eighth century.
5
Women in fifteenth-and sixteenth-century Granada spent their days cultivating and spinning silk. Employers poorly remunerated and often took for granted their female workers, but their labor was absolutely vital to the silk industry, which was the basis of the Granadan economy. Granadans accepted women's work as a part of everyday life during the Nasrid period, but it was increasingly obscured and restricted in the century after Christian conquest-a process that culminated with the total loss of Morisca labor and the end of Granadan sericulture. The history of women's work at this crucial juncture in Iberian history reaffirms the importance of women and their paid labor in the premodern Christian and Islamic worlds. And it reveals the intersections between the political, economic, and cultural changes in the Mediterranean and the struggle for the economic survival of families and communities.
This article examines Muslim women's work in fifteenth-century Nasrid Granada (1400-1492) and in post-conquest Christian Granada (1492-1571) in the broader context of Mediterranean silk production. Women participated in a wider variety of roles, wielding considerably more economic power as investors and landowners during the Nasrid period than they would after the 1492 conquest. Women's involvement is evident despite the relative scarcity of sources for the Islamic period compared to the Christian period. The restriction of women's participation to the production of raw materials and their near-disappearance from the written record coincided with decline in the industry. Spanish officials regulated spinning, which Granadans designated as women's work, in an attempt to maintain high-quality production, but this and other protective measures were not enough to save the Granadan silk industry given the incoming tide of intolerance, violence, and expulsion that ultimately determined the fate of Granada's female labor force and of silk production.
A gendered analysis of economic history, as called for by the historian Joanne Ferraro, can better help us understand this crucial period in Mediterranean economic and political history.
6 Historians of the Moriscos and of conquest-era Granada note the importance of silk to the local economy and describe the connection between its decline and the disastrous Revolt of the Alpujarras. 7 Historians also observe that the labor of Morisca women in Granada, like female labor elsewhere in Mediterranean textile production, was common.
8 But beyond these cursory statements, the significance of the silk industry and of women's labor to the history of Granada remains unexplored. This article puts women, their work, and silk production back into the stories of conquest, conversion, and expulsion in Granada and into economic change in the Mediterranean.
9
After a surge of scholarship in the 1970s and 1980s, interest in women's work has slowed, particularly for regions other than northwestern Europe.
10
There is even more work to be done to uncover the history of women's work in the premodern Islamic world, particularly outside of the Ottoman Empire and its rich archives.
11 Reading against the grain, historians of gender in the Islamic world have used legal sources in creative ways to discover much about women's roles in endowments, in contracts, and in local and regional courts.
12 I use these same methods to turn to the understudied question of women's work at a moment when the Islamic and Christian worlds came into contact.
Female silk work in Granada confirms much of what historians have noted for women workers elsewhere in medieval and early modern Europe and the Mediterranean. Women often, although not always, worked inside their homes and were especially active in textile production and in silk work in particular. 13 The historian Judith C. Brown has shown that in seventeenth-century Florence, women made up 40 percent of the labor in every phase of wool production-a significant number. But in the silk industry, women made up a remarkable 84 percent of the labor force.
14 In thirteenth-and fourteenth-century Paris, women similarly made up at least 80 percent of the silk work force. 15 Comparable numbers are not available for Granada because royal census data, available for the Christian period only, included limited occupational information for men and none for women.
16
It is therefore impossible to quantify the gender distribution of labor; but the sources suggest that women workers were similarly predominant in Granada, particularly in spinning and sericulture.
Historians of women's labor show that the written record obscured the extent and nature of women's economic activities because women often worked within household industries and the law excluded them from the rights of guild membership and property ownership. 17 This was not true in Nasrid Granada where women fully exercised their rights to own property and created contracts in their own names. In the sixteenth century, the conversion to Christianity, the shift from an Arabic and Islamic to a Spanish and Christian legal system, and the increased persecution of Moriscos and their culture made women's work less visible and limited women's participation in the economy in Granada. Morisca women were thus increasingly marginalized as women and because they were part of a persecuted religious and ethnic minority.
18
The difficulties in finding women's work in the archives are compounded in Granada by the lack of sources for the Nasrid period compared to the Castilian period. Al-Andalus was a highly literate society that produced many written records, and the Nasrid Kingdom of Granada was no exception, but tragically few of these written records are extant today. The Cardinal Francisco Jiménez de Cisneros destroyed most Arabic documents in Granada at the time of forced conversion in 1500, and the Spanish banned the use of Arabic soon after. 19 Granadan refugees in North Africa, however, safeguarded some records, and the Spanish preserved others, like those related to land ownership, that they assumed might be useful in their administration of the kingdom. The majority of the sources I use are legal (notarial contracts, fatwas, laws, and court records), supplemented with literary sources and travel narratives. In addition to a variety of published sources, I consulted unpublished manuscripts at the Archivo Histórico de la Alhambra, the Archivo Histórico de Protocolos in Granada, the Archivo General de Simancas, and the Archivo Histórico Nacional.
A Kingdom of Silk
Mediterranean silk production flourished after the Islamic conquests. By the eighth century, sericulture had spread throughout the Islamic Empire, and silk textiles were readily available throughout the Mediterranean.
20
There is evidence of the presence of mulberry trees in al-Andalus in 740, just three decades after the conquest of the Peninsula in 711. 21 In the ninth century, references to silk in Andalusian documents were frequent enough to indicate that silk production had become commonplace.
22
By the tenth century, Almeria in southeastern Granada had grown wealthy from the profits of Mediterranean shipping and silk manufacture. According to Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad al-Idrisi (d. 1165), the author of an important medieval book of geography in Arabic, there were eight hundred silk workshops ( . tirāz) in Almeria devoted to the production of silk, and Almeria's ports were busy with ships from all over the Mediterranean. 23 Muhammad b. Abi Bakr al-Zuhri (d. twelfth century), the author of the Kitab al-Jughrafiya (Book of Geography), described Andalusian silk in the markets of Ethiopia and Ghana.
24 Lisan al-Din Ibn al-Khatib (d. 1375) praised the quality of the silk produced in his hometown, Granada: "This silk has no equal in the silk produced in Iraq, which is less fine, less smooth, and less strong." 25 
Spring
The Sierra Nevada Mountains provided the ideal environment for growing mulberry trees.
26 Rural workers of the mountainous Alpujarras region between Granada and Almeria, usually women, collected the leaves of mulberry trees and fed them to silkworms kept in special boxes (paneras) in rural houses. 27 When the silkworms reached maturity, women workers extracted the fibers from the cocoons and spun the filaments into thread.
28 Traders brought silk thread to the markets of Granada, Almeria, or Malaga twice per year. Merchants sold silk thread and finished textiles in the qaysariyya (Spanish alcaicería), the silk market that was in each of the kingdom's three major cities.
29 Some of that silk was then exported from the ports of Almeria and Malaga to other Mediterranean port cities and from there to Africa, Asia, and Europe. Luxury Granadan silks were known for their bright colors, especially deep reds, and their geometric, floral, and calligraphic patterns.
30
Iberian silk reached its peak during the rule of the Fatimid Dynasty (909-1171), which never controlled Iberia but brought stability to the region and encouraged commercial connections between Spain and the Islamic Mediterranean. Jewish and Muslim merchants dominated a thriving trade in commodities that linked Iberia, North Africa, Sicily, and Egypt with trans-Saharan routes to the south and the Silk Road to the east.
31 But by the fifteenth century, a changing economic landscape had already damaged the Granadan silk industry. Italians increasingly dominated Mediterranean trade, and, despite fierce competition from Italian producers in high-end textiles in particular, silk continued to form the basis of the local economy until the expulsion of the Moriscos in 1571.
Women and Silk
Silk and silk work has long been associated with women around the world. In ancient Chinese tradition, it was women who were privy to the secrets of silk production. The legendary Silk Princess smuggled the secret of sericulture out of China to the West on the Silk Road.
32 Byzantine staterun silk factories employed many women, mostly as spinners, and women ran Paris's small medieval silk industry. 33 In French romance tales, women (and especially Eastern or Muslim women) frequently appeared as silk workers. 34 Islamic tradition allowed only women to wear silk, ensuring that the consumption as well as the production of silk was associated primarily with women.
35
Many Mediterranean cultures of antiquity held that an ideal, virtuous woman be indoors, hidden from public view, and occupied with spinning or other textile work. 36 Medieval Byzantine hagiographies repeated this notion, and it is also present in Homer's Odyssey and the Bible. 37 Echoes of this ancient association between spinning and virtue in the medieval Islamic world reveal the multiple meanings of work and confirm the strong link between women and textile work. In his book on marriage etiquette, the Abbasid-era theologian Abu Hamid Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Ghazali (d. 1111) wrote that a good wife "should remain in the inner sanctum of her house and tend to her spinning." 38 Abu al-Walid Muhammad b. Ahmad Ibn Rushd (d. 1198, known in the West as Averroes), however, believed that restricting women to procreating, spinning, and weaving resulted in female poverty and dependence on men.
39
The Almerian geographer al-Zuhri recognized that female labor and skills were essential to the high quality of finished Andalusian silk and its international reputation. He noted a gender division of labor in Almerian silk production that would remain unchanged for centuries: "And all the people [of Almeria], men and women, make things with their hands. The most important industry for women is spinning, which gives the silk its price, and the most important industry for men is weaving." 40 Al-Zuhri, unique among his contemporaries, thus acknowledged female labor and insisted on its importance to the production of high-quality silk.
Nasrid Granada (1400-1492)
By the fifteenth century, Genoese merchants controlled Granada's silk exporting, which increasingly consisted of raw silk, called spagnola or moresche in Genoa. 41 Granada also exported some silk-both raw and finished-to neighboring Castile. By the time the Christians marched through the gates of the Alhambra in January 1492, the international reputation of Granadan silk was in decline. Silk production, however, remained essential to the local economy and to daily life, although it now focused on raw materials and lower-quality finished textiles-products that had always been primarily the domain of women.
The evidence from notarial records and fatwas (hypothetical judicial opinions) from the Nasrid period shows women participating in both the formal market economy of the kingdom and an informal household economy. Granadan women worked at home, but they also interacted with the public on a regular basis, including both men and women. Women were silk spinners and cultivators as well as brokers, moneylenders, and employers. Women frequently recorded their economic transactions with notaries and took their concerns to a mufti, a Muslim legal official. 42 The Mi'yār included fatwas from over five hundred years of jurisprudence from the western Islamic world, including a number from fifteenth-century Nasrid Granada. Like many other legal texts, fatwas are prescriptive, and scholars must use them with caution. They are most valuable for what they can tell us about the legal concerns and attitudes related to women's work and silk production. 43 Al-Wansharisi's Mi'yār included judicial opinions dealing with a variety of issues involving all phases of silk production, confirming what we already know about the ubiquity of silk in Islamic Spain. A female silkworker appeared in a fatwa written by the Granadan jurist Muhammad al-Saraqusti (d. 1459).
44 A tax collector had threatened the female silk worker, saying that he would have her whipped if she did not pay him by the end of the day. The woman borrowed the required amount, promising to repay the lender in kind with silk. Al-Saraqusti responded, arguing that the woman should not have been responsible for the payment because the tax collector threatened and coerced her. It is not clear whether the silk worker was a cultivator, spinner, or weaver, but the fatwa showed women both producing silk and using silk as collateral for a loan, revealing the interdependence of silk, work, and credit for women.
45
Two other fatwas in the collection, while not referring specifically to the silk industry, reveal the impressive range of economic activities of Granadan women. A fatwa attributed to al-Saraqusti described a woman lending money to customers, selling goods, and collecting debts-activities that required her to extensively interact with the public. 46 Another Granadan jurist, Abu al-Qasim Ibn Siraj (d. 1444), described a case in which a woman owed her male employee years of back wages. 47 These fatwas describe Granadan women in positions of economic authority. Neither the high positions these women held nor their frequent interaction with the public merited any additional commentary. The fact that they were women did not seem to affect the legal reasoning-the gender of the parties was incidental to the question at hand. The fatwas indicate not only that women worked in silk and acted as brokers, lenders, and employers; but that this case was not unusual or noteworthy from a legal standpoint.
Most of the Arabic documents from Granada extant in Spanish archives are records of property ownership from the last decades of Nasrid rule. The Spanish preserved these notarial records in their archives in case of future disputes about land ownership. These documents include an astonishingly high number of women recorded as buying, selling, inheriting, donating, mortgaging, renting, and lending property.
48 Ninety-five percent of the records in one such set of papers refer to a woman conducting family business or exercising rights over property. Although women in the premodern Islamic world frequently appeared in contracts, this is a particularly high number. 49 The historian Maya Shatzmiller suggests that this may reflect a shift in gender roles that resulted from decades of war with Christians, as men were often away fighting or dead while women managed business and property at home. 50 Whatever the reasons, the high number of women in these records indicates that Nasrid Granadan society accepted women's participation in the legal culture as an everyday occurrence. Granadan women frequently bought and sold property and registered these transactions in their own names with a notary.
The surviving notarial records provide some evidence of women's participation in the silk industry. In 1486, Umm al-Fat .
h bint 'Uthman alMadyun borrowed 3 ar .
tāl (a measure of weight, the plural of ra . tl) of very high-quality silk thread from another woman, Umm al-Fat .
h bint Ibrahim b. 'Abdun.
51 The silk thread was worth an impressive 150 dinars, and the contract stipulated that Umm al-Fat .
h bint Uthman repay the loan in silk thread of the same quality within a year. As collateral, Umm al-Fat .
h bint 'Uthman put up a room in a house. This document shows that both women engaged in some phase of silk production, probably spinning or weaving because the silk transferred was in the form of spun silk thread. The silk thread was not low-end silk destined for everyday household use-rather, it was high quality silk of the kind sold in qaysariyya shops or exported abroad. Women thus participated in some phase of production of the highest quality silk-the type of silk for which Granada was famous.
52
Silk, whether silk thread or finished silk cloth, was a source of wealth for Granadan women. Evidence from wills and dowries reveals that Granadan women owned many things that were of enough value to leave as an inheritance to family members or to include in a marriage contract. Aside from various kinds of property (including houses, agricultural land, and shops), the most valuable goods that showed up in women's wills and dowries were finished textiles, often made of silk and raw silk thread. In 1467, for example, Umm al-Hasan bint Abi al-Hajjaj left her son Muhammad one ra . tl (a measure of weight) of spun silk. 53 The 1488 marriage contract of Abu J'afar Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Fajjar and Umm al-Fat .
h bint Abi al-Qasim al-Hanna included silk gauze cloth from Murcia and Baeza. 55 When Pedro de Medina traveled to Granada in 1548 and wrote this description of the city, Granada was still a kingdom of silk. Medina described an entire city engaged in the production of silk cloth-a city with thousands of weavers and spinners. Nearly everyone, Muslim and Christian, had a hand in some part of the lengthy process of turning tiny silk worms into colorful Granadan silk.
In contrast to the wide variety of economic activities in which women participated during the Islamic period, after conquest (1492) and conversion (1500) women worked almost exclusively in silk cultivation and spinning. During the Nasrid period, contracts included women as individuals, but after the conquest, wills, dowry contracts, and criminal cases rarely included them beyond their roles as wives, widows, and daughters. Women, however, continued to make up much of the silk industry's labor force, even as their names became less frequent in the written record and their work became less varied. As they had in al-Zuhri's day, women picked mulberry leaves and cultivated silkworms in the Alpujarras, and they spun and wove silk in their homes in the hills of Granada and the coasts of Malaga and Almeria. They continued to rely on silk for the survival of their families.
Spanish authorities sought to regulate the silk industry, at first maintaining the Nasrid system and gradually replacing existing customs and laws with their own. Two decades after the conquest, Spanish authorities issued ordinances to limit women's participation in the sale and dying of silk, officially excluding women from participating in economic activities that had been accepted in Nasrid Granada. These ordinances were among the first major changes made to the existing economic structure of the city.
The very excellent gentlemen of Granada declare, that because they have been informed, that because certain people . . . buy silk from unknown persons . . . that appears to have been stolen by fault of the merchants who hide it in the silk they give to the maestras [female masters], spinners, and rodeteros [winders], we order and mandate that from this point forward no person shall buy silk . . . that has been dyed or is to be dyed by any woman, slave, child, or suspicious person but rather only from a known person or a merchant who deals in silk, under penalty of two thousand maravedís.
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Although we do not know how effective the prohibition was, Spanish authorities thus rendered women's participation in the public economic life of the city suspicious and detrimental to the industry. This is a striking contrast to the neutral way the earlier fatwas viewed women's engagement in business.
As Spanish authorities excluded women from some kinds of work, they intensified women's interest in another as they began to regulate spinning. This was unusual, as spinning was typically unregulated in both the Christian and Islamic Mediterranean-one of the reasons it was so open to women in the first place. 57 Although guilds or other institutional structures did not regulate spinning, it did require skill, particularly if the manufacturer wished to produce silk of high enough quality to export. Spanish officials dealt with this contradiction by increasing their regulation of silk spinning. In 1513 a royal letter created the new position of inspector of silk spinning. The letter explained the decision: "As I have been informed that because there is no person in charge of caring for the way that silk is and has been spun in the Kingdom of Granada . .
. [it] is not clean."
58 This first step, intended to ensure the value of the finished product, was followed in 1535 by ordinances that required "master" spinners to meet training and certification standards.
The language of labor and guild legislation was not typically gender specific-one way the archival record obscures the presence of women. In the Spanish language, the masculine pronoun is used as gender neutral, which elides the presence of women unless the author specifically includes them. The language of the 1535 ordinances, however, markedly departed from gender neutrality, revealing that female labor dominated silk spinning. The first part of the ordinances required that each spinner (the gender neutral hilador) pass an examination to become certified. The ordinances further required that each spinner hire assistants-using language that specified the possibility of using girls as assistants (muchachos o muchachas, qual mas quisieren). The final section referred not to spinners but to las mujeres (the women), revealing the gender of the spinners referred to throughout the document. Employers, the law said, must pay women eighty-five maravedís per thousand silkworm cocoons they spun into thread or per day of work.
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Two other laws referred to master silk spinners with the feminine maestra rather than the gender-neutral and masculine maestro, which laws used to refer to dyers and weavers.
60 This gender-specific language confirms that women dominated silk spinning, even as ordinances and laws increasingly regulated and brought it into the public spaces of the city.
Notarial and court records of the Christian period obscure women's work as part of a household economy that was officially managed by men. Notaries in sixteenth-century Spain usually identified men by their professions as well as by their important family relationships, and they only rarely identified women by their profession.
61 A statistical analysis of Spring Morisco wills demonstrates that notaries defined 4.5 percent of women by occupation, compared to 74.5 percent of men. 62 Most of the women defined by occupation were domestic servants, one of the few professions women held that was outside of the home and not related to a family business. A typical case is the service contract recorded by the Morisco notary Alonso de Gabano in 1551 between Ysabel Alahondia Borgín and Miguel el-Jayar. While de Gabano identified both by their residence in Granada, in the parish of San Gregorio, he recorded el-Jayar by his occupation (as a velvet weaver) and labeled Alahondia by her relationship to a man (her son Diego Diaz).
63
In the indexed sixteenth-century notarial documents of the archives of the Colegio Notarial in Granada, notaries identified male Christian immigrants and Morisco men as spice merchants, bakers, carpenters, shoemakers, dyers, velvet weavers, laborers, butchers, and tailors. Such men were not, however, identified as silkworm cultivators or silk spinners, suggesting that notaries considered these professions in the domain of women. 64 In addition, the records occasionally described women only as "wife of/ widow of/ daughter of" a man who worked in the silk or other industry. A list of debts owed in the will of the Morisca Leonor Hernández Ymbrana, for example, indicated that she engaged in the cultivation of silk. 65 This suggests that women's work was more common than the notarial evidence would otherwise indicate.
Court inventories reveal the importance of silk production in the household. A collection of sixty-eight inventories, taken during the revolt when Moriscos fled the violence of the Alpujarras for North Africa, demonstrates both the continued importance of silk cultivation and spinning to rural Granadan households and provides clues about women's work. 66 Most of the documents are inventories of the items found in Morisco households that the Spanish government confiscated when their owners fled Spain. The owners of the items listed in the inventories included both men and women, as in the 1562 inventory of Beatriz de Tordesillas. Tordesillas was a woman who owned extensive tools for producing silk and other textiles, although any member of her family could have used the items listed. Even when the owners were women, it is impossible to know for sure who used the paneras to cultivate silkworms or who regularly sat at the spinning wheel coiling silk thread. In the inventories, as in other records, women's work is subsumed into a household economy that did not differentiate between male and female labor.
Upon closer inspection, however, there are indications that the women of the household were often the ones doing the actual work of silk production. Diego de Gaytero, a Morisco from the region of Almeria, for example, fled to North Africa in 1559. When Spanish authorities went to de Gaytero's house to confiscate his belongings, one of his neighbors protested, claiming that half of the seven pounds of silkworm cocoon confiscated by the state belonged to him because de Gaytero's wife had cultivated the silk from his mulberry leaves and accordingly owed him a fee of 10 percent. De Gaytero's wife, otherwise not mentioned in the document, appears in this aside as the person doing the work of cultivating silk.
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Other archival sources confirm the vital place of women's silk work in rural Granada until the Revolt of the Alpujarras. In 1569, Hernando de Guzmán and Álvaro el Guajany submitted a petition to the royal Spanish government for permission to travel from the city of Granada to the Morisco town of Pinillos in the Alpujarran countryside for the annual silk harvest. Authorities likely required special permission because of the violence of the Morisco revolt. De Guzmán and el Guajany warned the crown that if it denied their petition and they were unable to return to the mountains, they would be unable to "raise [silk], [and they would] have nothing with which to pay [their] taxes."
68 At the end of their petition, the men added that they would need to go "with our women to cultivate the silk." 69 The men revealed only at the end of their petition the vital role their wives played in the family economy, hoping that would persuade the Spanish authorities to help their families produce silk for the sake of increased tax revenue.
Morisco families depended on silk production to survive, and over the course of the sixteenth century, the precarious status of the Moriscos and the instability of the silk industry were deeply connected. Granada's silk industry was a shadow of what it had once been when the Spanish arrived in 1492, more dedicated to the production of raw materials for European markets than to the manufacture of more profitable finished cloth. This process accelerated in the sixteenth century as Spanish royal policy and the declining fortunes of the Moriscos undermined the industry and culminated in the Revolt of the Alpujarras-caused in part by the overly burdensome taxation of the silk industry. 70 The participation of women as combatants in the rebellion (noted by both major chroniclers of the conflict, Diego Hurtado de Mendoza and Luis Mármol del Carvajal) suggests that women were as deeply invested in attaining a degree of economic stability and a place in Granadan society as Morisco men.
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Beyond Granada
Although the Kingdom of Granada no longer benefitted from women's labor after the 1571 expulsion, the expelled Moriscos continued to make silk as they always had. Murcia and Valencia continued to produce raw silk with Morisco labor, some of it migrant, until the 1609-1614 expulsion, at least some of which manufacturers exported to Granada for Christian weavers to produce finished cloth and for Christian merchants to sell. 72 In Spring This city was ruined, and all the land remained desert for 120 years after [the civil wars during the reign of Marinid Sultan Abu Sa'id 'Uthman (1398-1420)] until some of the people of Granada arrived in Mauritania [Morocco] and it began to be renewed, and they planted a great many white mulberry trees because the Granadans are great silk merchants, and they also planted sugarcane, but that did not earn them much profit because it was inferior to the canes of al-Andalus. 77 Al-Wazzan, himself a Granadan immigrant, proudly depicted Granadan silk as a force for renewal in the economy of Morocco, although he provided few details on Moroccan silk production.
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A few decades later, the Portuguese cleric Antonio de Sosa (d. c. 1585) recounted that the Moriscos in Algiers, called mudejares when they were from Granada and tagarinos when they were from Aragon or Valencia, frequently cultivated silk. 79 De Sosa, who was living in Algiers as a captive, remarked with contempt that Algerian women rarely did any work, preferring to use Christian captive labor, saying that "there are some women who spin now and again, but they soon tire of it."
80 Morisca women, moreover, were more industrious and continued to make silk in Algeria: "Few women know how to work on silk, unless it be some renegade or Morisca from Spain who learned it in her homeland, or daughters born of these women, whose mothers taught them the skill. Mudejares, Andalusians, and tagarinos have populated the whole of the plain. They are ingenious and courageous men who have many very good lands, with great olive groves and vineyards inside the ancient walls. They have planted a great number of mulberries for the cultivation of silk, which is their primary agricultural enterprise, because the land is very good for it.
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Mármol referred to the silk producers in Cherchall as "ingenious and courageous men"-his language denied the significance and even the presence of women. Granadans, and women in particular, continued to produce silk in North Africa, but once again women and their labor appear only inconsistently in the written record. De Sosa suggests that women kept making silk. The other sources, however, are frustratingly silent-again subsuming women's work in a household and community economy.
Conclusion
Historians continue to debate the effects that Spanish imperial policies had on the economies of Spain and the early modern world. In their study of the Castilian wool industry, the historians Carla Rahn Phillips and William Phillips argued for significant continuity in the Spanish economy despite conquest and overseas imperialism, claiming that "the fundamental bases of the economy changed very little." 83 While it is true that Spain remained agricultural, the immense changes in the silk industry reveal an economy that nonetheless felt the effects of imperial expansion in critical ways. Work in the silk industry was segregated by gender as well as by religious group, with Muslims or Moriscos doing certain tasks and Christians doing others. The loss of Muslim and in particular female Muslim labor thus irreparably damaged the silk industry. Although more research is needed, silk work was not the only industry that relied exclusively or nearly exclusively on Muslim or Jewish labor and so was likely not the only industry devastated in this way by conquest and expulsion. 84 Like women elsewhere in the premodern world, women in Granada made cloth. Evidence from Granada confirms what historians have demonstrated for other parts of the Mediterranean-that women's work was essential to economies that relied on textile, and especially silk, production. Women's work was equally universal in both the Islamic and Christian Mediterranean. More research is needed to understand the implications of this ubiquity for societies across and beyond the Mediterranean, but the case of Granada suggests that women's work had a significant impact-one that is often hard to see-on local and international economic and political structures. Spring Although women's work was vital to the production of silk in Granada, and women exclusively had extensive knowledge of and skills in silk cultivation and spinning, their Granadan contemporaries and twenty-first century historians alike have taken their participation in the economy for granted and failed to recognize their labor. Women's work became more restricted and less visible in the written record as the Spanish increased their persecution of Moriscos over the course of the sixteenth century. The undervaluing of women's work was one factor in the decline of silk in Granada, as officials realized too late that without Morisca women they could not produce raw silk. The connected stories of religious and cultural persecution and the decline of silk in Granada demonstrate the impossibility of separating livelihood and basic survival from the grander narratives of political continuity and change. Through conquest, forced conversion, war, expulsion, and immigration, Morisca women continued to produce silk as they always had. Maravedis and reales were early-modern Spanish coins. In Spanish, a group of men and women are referred to using the masculine plural. Therefore, "Moriscos" includes both men and women, but the singular "Morisco" refers to a man. A panera is a box or basket made of esparto grass used for housing silkworms. See Gonzalo de las Casas, Arte nuevo para criar seda (Granada: Universidad de Granada, 1996), 7-8. 28 Arié, L'Espagne Musulmane, 355. 29 In the Kingdom of Granada, the qaysariyya was always the silk market, although elsewhere in the Arabic-speaking world it could mean other types of markets as well. It is used in modern Spanish only as a place name (for example, the neighborhood of Granada that used to be the silk market is still known as the Alcaicería but without the meaning of a place where silk is sold 
